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–Outputs
–Key Partners
–Outline of Outputs
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Problem Statement
The Apartheid legacy of spatially and economically
marginalising the poor has meant that people live far from
job opportunities and major services, typically in
“dormitory” type residential areas. Many of our people
continue to survive without basic services in the many
informal settlements. Even those of our people who have
jobs and a consistent salary find it difficult to sustain a
decent quality of life, as they fall outside of the subsidy
bracket while at the same time unable to afford and access
the mortgage products available from commercial banks.
Human Settlements Performance Agreement, April 2010
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%

R0-R3,500

R3,500-R7,000 R7,000-R10,000 R10,000-R15,000 R15,000-R20,000

R20,000+

Total

2,595,398

880,882

415,107

522,558

308,920

1,026,420

5,749,285

21.0%

7.1%

3.4%

4.2%

2.5%

8.3%

46.4%

1,380,830

433,093

224,180

228,985

103,018

255,611

2,625,717

11.2%

3.5%

1.8%

1.8%

0.8%

2.1%

21.2%

903,349

192,439

61,254

24,060

9,991

11,664

1,202,757

7.3%

1.6%

0.5%

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

9.7%

626,984

166,507

69,820

38,885

14,330

28,803

945,329

5.1%

1.3%

0.6%

0.3%

0.1%

0.2%

7.6%

1,133,113

210,203

37,341

20,298

17,998

23,722

1,442,675

9.2%

1.7%

0.3%

0.2%

0.1%

0.2%

11.7%

181,202

108,658

53,512

7,598

1,986

3,508

356,464

1.5%

0.9%

0.4%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

2.9%

33,582

9,704

5,300

3,295

1,165

3,483

56,529

0.3%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

6,854,458

2,001,486

866,514

845,679

457,408

1,353,211

12,378,756

55.4%

16.2%

7.0%

6.8%

3.7%

10.9%

100.0%

A: Formal - owned
B: Formal - rented, plus
Room/Flatlet not in
backyard
C: Informal settlement regardless of whether it is
owned or rented
D: Backward dwelling regardless of whether it is
owned or rented
E: Traditional dwelling regardless of whether it is
owned or rented

F: Hostel

G: Other

Total

Gauteng
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KZN

Western Cape

Summary of High Level Problem Statement
Inadequate
Housing
Backlog

Estimated backlog greater than 2m
households & will require more than two
decades to be filled

~1m households live in inadequate housing
Coverage of
conditions as they earn too much to qualify
All Housing
for a subsidy but can’t afford to buy a new
Segments
house
New settlements are often located in the
Location of city periphery reducing access to jobs and
Settlements
urban amenities

Summary of High Level Problem Statement
Rate of Upgrade
of Informal
Settlements

Settlements are often well located and
are less costly to upgrade compared to
developing a new housing settlement

Utilization of
State Owned
Land for Housing

Many prime unutilised state‐owned sites
are not used for housing

Upgrade of
Backyard Informal
Dwellings

Upgrading backyard dwellings require
minimal investment and fulfil housing
needs in good locations

Summary of High Level Problem Statement
Inequality and
poverty
eradication

Towns and Cities are not improving inequality – 3
of our major cities are in the top 15 most
unequal cities in the world

Spatial
restructuring has
failed

The grants and subsidies have not changed
behaviour and choices of policy makers and
implementers

Poor
responsiveness of
local policy and
planning

Evidenced by densification and increased
demand for housing in slums and poorer
neighbourhoods

What needs to be done differently
Inadequate
Housing
Backlog
Coverage of
All Housing
Segments

z Better

targeting of grant and subsidy
z Create housing stock that is affordable through loan financing

z Measure

housing backlog in terms of all segments in South Africa
z Agreement with financing institutions for access to finance by the
poor – Private and Public Sector

z Implement

Location of
Settlements

better land use management to improve zoning
processes and systems
z Reduce delays and red tape to approve new locations
z The high social wage must receive attention

What needs to be done differently
Rate of Upgrade
of Informal
Settlements

Utilization of
State Owned
Land for Housing
Improved
Institutional and
Regulatory
Governance

z Identify

and prioritize key settlements to be upgraded on the
basis of size, cost and access to services
z Providing legal tenure and infrastructure
z Attack Poverty and Not the Poor (Try also not to “amuse”
them)

z Process

developed to identify and release state owned land
that will be used for development
z Process developed to ensure that taking over of land does not
negatively affect balance sheet and credit ratings of state
owned enterprises
z Identify

and correct institutional and regulatory weaknesses
that negatively impact on developmental outputs and
outcomes
z Implement IGR Frameworks as per Constitution, Policy and
Legislation

What needs to be done differently
Do we have a
common
understanding
of the solution

Improved IGR
Performance

Acknowledge
good practice
and expand on it

z Agreement

on what needs to be done
z Understand our roles and responsibilities in the solution
z Government does not have the sole responsibility for the
solutions

z Delink

institutional failures from developmental outcomes
z Respect and take responsibility for our roles and responsibilities
z Understand our roles and responsibilities

z There

is good practice – Agree on it and expand the
programmes
z Refocus on what are the key outputs and outcomes

Response of Government

Conclusion of a Performance Agreement Between the President
and the Minister of Human Settlements on four key outputs to
achieve the development outcome of “Sustainable Human
Settlements and Improved Household Quality of Life” –
commonly referred to as Outcome 8

Outputs
Upgrading of Informal Settlements
500 000 HH

1. Accelerated delivery of
housing opportunities

Affordable Rental Housing Stock
20 000 units p.a.

2. Access to basic services

National Bulk Infrastructure
Development Programme

3. More efficient land
utilisation

Acquisition of 6250 ha (net) state
owned land

4. Improved Property Market

Supply of affordable housing finance
600 000 units
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Output 1: Accelerated Delivery of Housing Delivery

Sub outputs
and targets

Problem
statement

1. Upgrade 400 000 units of accommodation within
informal settlements with access to secure tenure
and basic services
2. Increased provision of well located and affordably
priced rental accommodation (80 000 units by 2014)

•

1.2 million Households live in some 2700 informal
settlements

•

Many settlements are well located and meet the
spatial economic needs of households but require
tenure and basic services

•

Urbanization results in demand exceeding supply of
rental accommodation for low income people who
can not be accommodated in the formal market

Output 1: Accelerated Delivery of Housing Delivery
1. Ramp up the National Upgrading Support
Programme (NUSP) and develop Upgrading
Manual/Toolkit

Key Actions

2. Accelerate municipal housing accreditation
3. All provinces will be required to have programmes,
and each project to have a demonstrable plan for
transformation to sustainable development
1. Number of households adequately sheltered in
informal settlements
2. Number of new rental units delivered

Indicators
3. 6 metros plus 21 capacitated municipalities are
accredited
4. 49 municipalities are capacitated through NUSP

Output 1: Accelerated Delivery of Housing Delivery
Item

Target (2014)

Proposed Funding
Allocation

Informal Settlements

400 000 HH

R 12 212 432 000

Rental Housing

80 000 units

R 11 000 000 000

NUSP

49 municipalities

R

407 757 500

Accreditation

27 municipalities

R

247 500 000

Total

R 23 867 689 000

Output 2: Access to Basic Services
1. Water from 92% to 100%

Sub outputs
and targets

2. Sanitation from 69% to 100%
3. Refuse removal from 64% to 75%
4. Electricity from 81% to 92%

Problem
statement

•

Conditional grants that impact on the Built environment and
human settlements are not integrated at the project level

•

There is also no proper sequencing of actions between
infrastructure provisioning and building of top structures

•

Conditional grants in their current form are extremely rigid
and inflexible use as an innovative instrument to leverage
co-funding and attract private and non-governmental sector
capacity and investment for infrastructure and property
development.

Output 2: Access to Basic Services

1. Support Local Government to develop a framework
for consolidating the Bulk Infrastructure Grants

Key Actions
2. Contribute to municipal support interventions
through the NUSP and Accreditation programmes

1. % of households with access to water
2. % of households with access to sanitation

Indicators
3. % of households with access to waste removal
4. % of households with access to electricity

Output 3: Release of State Owned Land

Sub outputs
and targets

Problem
statement

1. Set aside at least 6250 ha (net) of well located public
land for low income and affordable housing

•

New settlements are often located on the periphery of
an urban area due to the lower cost of purchase and
higher availability of land for settlements

•

State owned entities and enterprises are known to
own several pieces of land that are well located for
housing development but are currently not being
considered.

Output 3: Release of State Owned Land
1. Develop and adopt a criteria to inform identification
of suitable land & its development
2. Identification of required land and produce a single
periodic list of prioritized publicly-owned land

Key Actions

3. Undertake an audit of the erstwhile state land
assets and implement remedial measures where
necessary
4. Develop and adopt a Single and Seamless state
land release procedure
5. Custodians departments of Public land process the
approvals to release and transfer identified land
6. Land prepared for human settlements development

Output 3: Release of State Owned Land

1. While publicly-owned land can be released at little
cost and transferred/ donated from one organ of
State to another, the following funding
arrangements are instituted:

Funding
framework

2. Compensation for State-owned enterprises (SOEs)
that surrender immovable assets for the loss of
asset value at the disposal of such property
3. Capitalisation of the State Agency for land to
appropriate levels to support its legislated functions
and the actualization of its role: land feasibility
assessments, valuations and legal costs, holding
costs etc. are provided for.

Output 4: Improved Property Market

Sub outputs
and targets

Problem
statement

1. To facilitate the increased supply of affordable
housing finance (mortgage and other) to address
household affordability constraints and includes
mortgage default insurance

•

Significant proportion of households in “ backlog”
conditions that could afford to make their own
provision

•

However loan products are unaffordable to many and
these households do not meet minimum commercial
lenders scoring criteria

Output 4: Improved Property Market
1. Establishment of a guarantee scheme to
accommodate people whose salaries are too high
to get government subsidies, but who earn too little
to qualify for a bank home loans
2. Finance Linked Individual Subsidy Programme
(FLISP) :
1.

Key Actions

2.
3.

Centralize and streamline FLISP administration
process
Reduce the Income Bands
Review the grant and subsidy architecture

3. Orchestrate availability of Long Term Fixed Interest
Capital
1. Number of housing opportunities in the “gap
market”

Indicators
2.

Number of loans (mortgage or other) in the “gap
market”

Cabinet Initiatives on Human Settlements and
Infrastructure Development

PRIORITY AREAS FOR COORDINATED AND INTEGRATED
INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY
1. 21 rural districts with highest backlogs in basic services and
infrastructure
•
•

•

Focus will be on areas with a less than 30% access to basic services in 21
municipalities in 6 provinces.
Projects will involve at least addressing water, sanitation, electricity,
waste management and access roads. These services are lacking in all
these districts. Where appropriate, other services such as education,
health, policing, housing will also be included.
A National Infrastructure cluster service delivery task team to compile set
of integrated project plans for each district by end September 2011
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PRIORITY AREAS FOR COORDINATED AND INTEGRATED
INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY
2. Metros, large towns and cities with large informal
settlements
•

Informal settlement upgrading in the 45 large metropolitan areas and
large towns and cities

•

Projects will cover security of tenure, water, sanitation, public
transport, area lighting, electrification, waste management. Where
appropriate, other social services and amenities such as public open
spaces and recreational facilities will also be included

•

Infrastructure cluster service delivery task team to compile sets of
integrated project plans for each area from October 2011
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PRIORITY AREAS FOR COORDINATED AND INTEGRATED
INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY
3. Towns with acute weaknesses in municipal services and
infrastructure
•

•

•

Municipal infrastructure upgrading, rehabilitation and maintenance to
address backlogs, ageing infrastructure and neglect of maintenance
– The government has identified the following municipalities which have
acute water services problems
– For example, in certain municipalities development applications have
been put on hold as a result of lack of electricity
Projects will involve basic municipal services, bulk infrastructure issues,
ensuring that municipalities have basic levels of financial management,
minimum requirements for municipal institutional capacity are met
A National Infrastructure cluster service delivery task team to identify focus
towns with municipal turnaround plans from end September 2011
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PRIORITY AREAS FOR COORDINATED AND INTEGRATED
INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY
4. Rapidly growing towns
– Development of new integrated human settlements
– Projects will include housing, municipal services, transport, access
roads, education, health, public open spaces, sports and
recreation, policing and employment opportunities, amongst
others
– Department of Human Settlements to lead process of compiling
plans for new integrated human settlements in all provinces from
September 2011
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The Intergovernmental Relations
Human Settlements Space

¾ The Department has introduced the Urban
Settlements Development Grant to improve human
settlements sustainability and performance at the
municipal sphere.
¾ The focus of the grant is on land production for
human settlements development with an emphasis
on the poor and working class.
¾ The poor human settlements development
indicators must be addressed more specifically
poverty, inequality, underdevelopment and
unemployment.
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¾ The Slum Upgrading Programme requires improved
¾
¾
¾
¾

coordination between national, provincial and municipal
spheres.
The programme requires improved intra‐municipal coordination
and integration for informal settlement programme.
The Human Settlements Department is the point of reference
for planning, funding and implementation.
The National Development Priorities will take precedence based
on the funding allocated.
The Government has approved that the USDG be used to fund
the programme in addition to land and social and rental
housing – To improve focus and attention on assistance to
families earning between R3500 – R12 800 in conjunction with
Provincial and National policy instruments.
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Proposed Policy, Legislation and
Frameworks
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Proposed Policy, Legislation and Frameworks
¾ Green Paper on Human Settlements Development
¾ The Drafting, Adoption and Enactment of a Human
Settlements Development Act
¾ Framework for Monitoring and Oversight Planning,
Funding and Implementation of National Development
Priorities by Provinces and Municipalities
¾ Legislative Framework for a Consolidated Human
Settlements Development Finance Institutions
including the investigation of a Human Settlements
and Housing Bank
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¾ National Framework for the Management and
Administration of Household and Beneficiary
Administration
¾ Development of a Policy for Special and Vulnerable
Groups
¾ Development of a Policy on Gender Mainstreaming
¾ Review of the Funding and Subsidy Framework and
Architecture to Improve Outcomes and Sustainability
of Programmes and Projects
¾ Review of the Current Legislative and Regulatory
Frameworks to Improve Governance and Eradicate
Fraud, Corruption and Maladministration
Draft and Confidential
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Conclusion
“Despite these

developments, production of new units still involves
high costs, primarily because of the cost of land. When compared
with the capacity of the poor population to pay, these costs make it
impossible to purchase a home unless heavy financial subsidies are
provided. Making this product accessible to low‐income families
would require government action on three well‐coordinated fronts:
improving income; reducing the unit cost of construction, especially
the most expensive ingredient, urban land; and establishing
alternative programmes for access to housing, such as the social
rental program. While the first two actions would produce results
only over the medium and long term, the social rental programme is
a short‐term alternative for providing access to housing, although it
remains in the initial phase of implementation.”
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Thank You
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